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Abstract
Image cropping is a common operation used to improve
the visual quality of photographs. In this paper, we present
an automatic cropping technique that accounts for the two
primary considerations of people when they crop: removal
of distracting content, and enhancement of overall composition. Our approach utilizes a large training set consisting of photos before and after cropping by expert photographers to learn how to evaluate these two factors in a crop.
In contrast to the many methods that exist for general assessment of image quality, ours speciﬁcally examines differences between the original and cropped photo in solving for
the crop parameters. To this end, several novel image features are proposed to model the changes in image content
and composition when a crop is applied. Our experiments
demonstrate improvements of our method over recent cropping algorithms on a broad range of images.

 





 

 





Figure 1. Photo cropping. (a)(e) Original images, with (e) from
[1]. (b)(f) Distracting regions shown within blue frames. (c)(g)
Our computed crop regions, bounded by red frames, which avoid
distracting regions and aim for good composition. (d)(h) Cropped
images.

ing to attention scores (e.g. saliency [9]) computed over the
image. Several of these methods search for the region with
the highest attention score and then place the crop window
around it. Ma and Guo [15] assess regions based on entropy,
size, and distance from the image center. Zhang et al. [26]
use face detection to ﬁnd regions of interest, and then crop
the image in a manner that aligns the faces according to one
of 14 predeﬁned templates. Ciocca et al. [6] detect a subject
region based on human faces, skin color and/or high saliency map values, and place a bounding box around it. Santella
et al. [18] use eye tracking to help determine the main attention region, then set the crop boundaries such that the region
center lies at a certain position in the ﬁnal image.
Aside from region-based processing, other attentionbased methods search for a crop window that would receive the greatest attention. Suh et al. [21] determined crops
based on the summed saliency values of candidate windows.
Stentiford [19] cropped the photo by ﬁnding the window
with the highest average attention score among its pixels.
Luo [12] computed a subject belief map and found the window that maximizes subject content. Marchesotti et al. [16]
trained a classiﬁer based on an annotated image database
to determine salient regions and selected the largest, most
central region as a thumbnail. While the attention-based
approach to image cropping helps to remove unnecessary
content from an image, it gives little consideration to overall image composition, and thus may lead to a result that is
not visually pleasing.
The other major direction of cropping methods is an
aesthetics-based approach that emphasizes the general at-

1. Introduction
Captured photos can often be improved with some digital
manipulation. One of the most common forms of such edits
is cropping, which cuts away areas of an image outside of
a selected rectangular region. Cropping is performed mainly to remove unwanted scene content and to improve the
overall image composition [1], as exempliﬁed in Figure 1.
Though photos can be appreciably enhanced in this way,
cropping is often a tedious and time-consuming task, especially when done for a large set of images. Moreover, highquality cropping can be difﬁcult to achieve without some
amount of experience or artistic skill. For these reasons,
much attention has been focused on developing automatic
cropping algorithms.

1.1. Previous work
The various techniques that have been proposed for image cropping follow one of two general directions. The ﬁrst
takes an attention-based approach that focuses on identifying the main subject or principal region in the scene accord∗ This work was done while Jianzhou Yan was a visiting student at Microsoft Research Asia.
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tractiveness of the cropped image. In contrast to attentionbased methods, the aesthetics-based approach is centered on
composition-related image properties. These methods have
much in common with the large amount of work on photo quality assessment [14] [10] [13] [22], which evaluate
the aesthetic quality of an image according to low-level image features and certain rules of photographic composition,
such as the well-known rule of thirds. Taking these aesthetical factors into account, Nishiyama et al. [17] trained
an SVM to label subject regions of a photo as high or low
quality, then ﬁnd the cropping candidate with the highest
quality score. Later, Cheng et al. [4] and Zhang et al. [25]
learned local aesthetic features based on position relationships among regions, and used this to measure the quality
of cropping candidates.
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Figure 2. Overview of change-based image cropping. A cropping
dataset which includes pairs of original/cropped images is used
for training. Crop-out and cut-through values are used to identify
promising crop candidates, and then composition scores are additionally considered to obtain the ﬁnal crop.

1.2. Our approach
The use of aesthetic evaluation has been broadly applied to various problems other than conventional image
cropping, such as image quality assessment [14] [10] [13]
[22], object rearrangement in images [2] [11], and viewﬁnding in large scenes [4]. While a generic aesthetics-based
approach is sensible for evaluating the attractiveness of a
cropped image, we argue in this paper that it is an incomplete measure for determining an ideal crop of a given input
image, as it accounts only for what remains in the cropped
image, and not for what is removed or changed from the
original image. Aesthetics-based methods do not directly
weigh the inﬂuence of the starting composition on the ending composition, or which of the original image regions are
most suitable for a crop boundary to cut through. They also
do not explicitly identify the distracting regions in the input
image, or model the lengths to which a photographer will
go to remove them at the cost of sacriﬁcing compositional
quality. Though some of these factors may be implicitly included in a perfect aesthetics metric, it remains questionable
whether existing aesthetics measures can effectively capture
such considerations in manual cropping.

Figure 3. Example training set photos. First row: Original photos
obtained from [13]. Second row: Crops by an expert photographer.

2. Change-based Cropping
In this section, we introduce our method for changebased image cropping, which involves training set construction, feature extraction, and crop optimization. A basic
overview of our algorithm is diagrammed in Figure 2.

2.1. Training set construction
Our technique learns the impact of various change-based
cropping features on cropping results. This learning is performed on an image dataset containing 1000 photos collected from an image quality assessment database [22]. The
photos are of varying aesthetic quality and span a variety
of image categories, including animal, architecture, human,
landscape, night, plant and man-made objects. Each image
is manually cropped by three expert photographers (graduate students in art whose primary medium is photography)
to form three training sets. For each crop we record its four
parameters: the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the
upper left corner (x1 , y1 ) and lower right corner (x2 , y2 ) of
the crop window. Examples of some of the crops are shown
in Figure 3. For 300 of the images, one of the photographers
also provided up to three reasons for choosing the crop window. This information was helpful to us in selecting image
features for our algorithm. Our cropping dataset will be
made publicly available upon publication of this work.

In this work, we present a technique that directly accounts for these factors in determining the crop boundaries
of an input image. Proposed are several features that model
what is removed or changed in an image by a crop. Together with some standard aesthetic properties, the inﬂuence
of these features on crop solutions is learned from training
sets composed of 1000 image pairs, before and after cropping by three expert photographers. Through analysis of
the manual cropping results, the image areas that were cut
away, and compositional relationships between the original
and cropped images, our method is able to generate effective crops that are shown to surpass representative attentionbased and aesthetics-based techniques.
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Since what is removed from an input image is commonly determined based on its relationship with the foreground
and background, we represent several of a region’s properties in terms of its distance from the foreground/background
in the following respects:

$%#




Color Distance We describe a region’s color properties in
terms of color moments [20], in particular, the three central
moments of a region’s RGB distribution. In determining
whether a region should be cropped out or cut through, it is
not the color of the region itself that matters, but rather its
difference from the foreground and background (e.g., to determine how distracting the region is). To measure the color
differences between regions, we compute the Euler distance
between their color moments. For images with more than
one detected background region, the minimum color distance to any of those regions is used.



Figure 4. Image decomposition. (a) Original image. (b) Segmentation Result. (c) Foreground detection result. (d)(f) Region isolation graph.

2.2. Feature extraction
We utilize features designed to capture changes between
the original and cropped images. They are particularly
aimed at modeling major considerations of photographers
as they crop a picture. Among these are measures of how
likely an image region will be cropped away or cut through
by the crop boundaries. In addition, they account for compositional changes from the original to the cropped image.
In the following, we describe these features and how they
are computed.
2.2.1

Texture Distance Besides color distances, we also include texture distances in terms of the widely used HOG
descriptor [7], obtained by evaluating the normalized local
histograms of image gradient orientations in a dense grid.
In our implementation, a 3 × 3 grid is used for each region.
Similar to colors, texture differences are calculated as the
Euler distance between the HOG features of two regions.

Image decomposition

A photo can be regarded as a spatial arrangement of atomic
objects and regions. The most signiﬁcant of these regions is
the foreground, which is the focus of an image and the area
around which a crop is produced. To obtain the foreground
region, we augment the foreground detection method of [5]
by incorporating a human face detector [23] into the saliency map computation. Several of the proposed cropping features will later be deﬁned with respect to this foreground.
The remainder of the image is then segmented using the
graph-based algorithm of [8], which incrementally merges
smaller regions with similar appearance and small minimum spanning tree weights. Large non-foreground regions
with low average saliency values are taken to be background
regions. An example of this image decomposition is shown
in the ﬁrst row of Fig. 4.
2.2.2

Isolation from Foreground Also incorporated is a feature that represents how isolated a region is from the foreground, as such isolation may suggest a greater likelihood
for exclusion. We evaluate this feature by constructing a
graph in which each region is represented by a node. A pair
of nodes is linked only if their regions are adjacent in the
image, as illustrated in Fig. 4(d)(f), and the link cost is determined as a function of the color and texture distances, as
well as the two region sizes:
wi,j = (DHi,j + DCi,j ) ×



Mi × Mj

(1)

where wi,j denotes the connection weight between region i and j, DHi,j and DCi,j are the texture and color
distances between region i and j, and Mi and Mj are the areas of region i and j, respectively. Treating the foreground
node as the source point (e.g., point f in Fig. 4(f)), we ﬁnd
the shortest path from the source to each region, and set the
isolation features of the regions to these path lengths. We
note that the dependence of link costs on Mi and Mj is intended to account for greater path distances when passing
through larger regions.

Exclusion features

The ﬁrst class of features that are extracted in our algorithm are referred to as exclusion features, as they model what
types of regions are within original images but are often excluded from ﬁnal crops. We speciﬁcally consider two kinds
of exclusion features: the crop-out value and cut-through
value of each non-foreground region. A region’s crop-out
value indicates the likelihood that a region with a certain set
of features will be cropped out of an image. The cut-through
value represents the chance that a crop boundary will pass
through a region with certain properties.

We additionally account for several region features that
are computed independently from the foreground or background, but may inﬂuence crop-out or cut-through values:
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Shape Complexity The shape complexity of a region
may play a role in deciding whether to crop it out or cut
through it. For example, a region with a complex shape
may be more desirable to cut through than one with a simpler, more predictable structure, through which a cut may be
more visually noticeable. As a measure of shape complexity, we use the high-frequency component of the region’s
boundary, computed as the sum of all Fourier descriptors
[24] except for the ﬁrst six.
Sharpness Likewise, the sharpness of a region may inﬂuence region exclusion, since cuts through blurred regions
may be less distracting. We model region sharpness in a
manner similar to [14], by taking the ratio of the region’s
high frequency power to its total power:
fsharpness =

||C||
||R||



(2)

 

Figure 5. Exclusion features. Top row: original images with highlighted areas inside light blue frames. Middle row: mediocre crop
windows that may result from not considering certain exclusion
features. Bottom row: better crop windows that could be obtained
by accounting for certain exclusion features. (a) The highlighted
region has a large color distance, texture distance, and isolation
from the foreground, and thus may be preferable to crop out. (b)
A crop boundary through the highlighted region with low shape
complexity is less desirable than a boundary that passes through a
more complex region. (c) Cropping through blurred areas is better
than through sharp regions.

where R denotes the region, C = {(u, v) : |F (u, v)| > θ}
for a predeﬁned threshold θ, and F = F F T (R).
Others We additionally include a few basic attributes of
regions that may have an effect on whether they are cropped
out or cut through. They are the region’s area, average
saliency value and centroid position in the original image.
Figure 5 shows examples that suggest the beneﬁts of considering the various exclusion features. An aggregation
of these features gives a 13-dimensional feature vector for
each image region. To learn a mapping between this feature vector and its corresponding crop-out and cut-through
values, we utilize SVM regression [3] and the training set
described in Section 2.1. After decomposing the original
images according to Section 2.2.1, we ﬁrst compute the exclusion feature vector for each non-foreground region. For
each of these regions, we also determine its crop-out and
cut-through values by examining the crop provided by the
expert photographer. The crop-out value is set to the percentage of the region that is left out of the cropped image.
The cut-through value is set to 1 if a crop boundary passes
through the region, and is otherwise set to 0. The relationship between these values and the feature vectors is then
learned using SVMs.
2.2.3

 

b. Distribution statistics of saliency map values: average,
standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis.
c. Segmented region area statistics: average, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis.
d. Perspective ratio.
e. Prominent line features (extracted by Hough transform): average position and angle, after classiﬁcation into
horizontal and vertical classes.
In addition to measuring these compositional features,
we account for their changes in going from the original image to the expertly cropped image, in order to infer how the
photographer tends to modify the composition of a given
photograph. To obtain these change-based features, each
of the aforementioned compositional features are extracted for the original and cropped images, and their differences are computed. The overall compositional feature is
a 38-dimensional vector that includes both the standard and
change-based features.
In the learning procedure for compositional features, the
expert crops from our training set are treated as positive examples. Negative examples are generated by random perturbations of the expertly cropped window boundaries, such
that the modiﬁed boundaries are not too close to those of the
expert crop:

Compositional features

The second class of features are related to image composition. Some well-known compositional features, such as
visual balance and the rule of thirds, have been used in
aesthetics-based methods. In our work, the following common compositional features of cropped images are utilized:
a. Distance of saliency map centroid and detected foreground region center from nearest rule-of-thirds point.
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C = {(x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 )| √

2
||pc −pt
c ||
1
e− 2σ2
< τ}
2πσ

j
by the boundary, with RCropOutV
alue denoting the cropj
j
out value of region R , RCutT hroughV alue meaning the cutthrough value of region Rj , and C signifying the crop. The
saliency energy represents the proportion of the original
 k image’s saliency that is excluded by the crop, with Scropped
as the sum
of saliency values that are cropped out of the image, and S denoting the sum of saliency values over the
original image.
The candidate selection energy is evaluated on an exhaustive set of crop windows with parameters sampled at
30 pixel intervals on 1000x1000 images. The crops corresponding to the 500 lowest energies are taken as candidates
for the ﬁnal crop selection.
In determining the ﬁnal crop, we evaluate each of the
candidates with the following energy function, which additionally accounts for composition features:

(3)

where pc = (x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 )T are the four cropping parameters, ptc = (xt1 , y1t , xt2 , y2t )T are the four cropping parameters of a positive example from the photographer, σ is
the Gaussian parameter, and τ is a threshold for negative
example generation. With the positive and negative examples, we use SVM regression to predict the probability of a
given crop to be a positive example, and use this value as
the composition score.

2.3. Crop Selection
The cropping parameter space is large, and each possible cropping solution requires calculation of its composition features. This makes an exhaustive search of the solution space impractical. For example, a 1000 × 1000 image
with parameters sampled at 30 pixel intervals has a space of
334
4 possible solutions, which would consume 8.24 hours of
computation if compositional feature extraction takes 0.1s
for each solution. It is thus feasible only to evaluate a limited number of candidate solutions.
In the solution space, we note that many candidates are
easy to eliminate, since crop boundaries should not pass
through regions with high cut-through values, and regions with large crop-out values should generally be excluded.
This observation is consistent with comments provided by
the expert photographer, which indicate that exclusion features are typically considered prior to composition features
when deciding a crop. Such candidates to eliminate are
readily identiﬁed, because it does not require computation
of compositional features, and exclusion features of image
regions need only to be computed once for an image.
We therefore utilize exclusion features to identify a relatively small set of candidates (500 in our implementation),
and then determine the ﬁnal crop from this set using both
exclusion and compositional features. The exclusion energy
function used for selecting candidates is based on crop-out,
cut-through, and saliency values:

Ef inal = Eexclusion + λ3 (1 − Composition(C)). (8)
The crop that minimizes Ef inal is selected as the ﬁnal
crop. With our candidate selection process, the total execution time of our algorithm (implemented in Matlab on a
2.33GHz 4GB RAM PC) is about 1 minute. The run time
may be reduced signiﬁcantly with an optimized and parallel
C++ implementation.

3. Experiments
To assess our technique, we did cross-validation experiments with our data set, and performed a user study.

3.1. Cross-validation
In the cross-validation, we compared our method to two
alternative techniques for each of the three data sets. The
ﬁrst of these comparison techniques is an extension of [19]
that searches for the crop window with the highest average
saliency. In this extension, instead of using the outdated
saliency map construction method in the original paper, it
employs the more advanced technique used in our work,
which incorporates a human face detector [23] into [5]. We
utilize this extension as a representative for attention-based
methods. The second comparison method serves to represent the aesthetics-based approach. It too is an extension
of an existing technique, namely, a modiﬁcation of [17]
that identiﬁes a crop box with the highest aesthetics score.
But rather than using the aesthetics measure of the original
paper, this extension utilizes the state-of-the-art metric of
[13]. These extensions are employed to maximize the performance of these approaches. We additionally compare our
method to a version of it without the change-based composition features, and a version without the exclusion energy,
in order to examine the signiﬁcance of these two changebased components.

Eexclusion = Ecropout +λ1 Ecutthrough +λ2 Esaliency (4)
with the terms formulated as
 j
RCropOutV alue
Ecropout =

(5)

Rj ∈C

Ecutthrough =



j
RCutT
hroughV alue

(6)

Scropped

.
S

(7)

Rj cut by C



Esaliency =

The crop-out energy is the sum of crop-out values among
regions within the crop boundary, and the cut-through energy is the sum of cut-through values among regions cut
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Testing set
Photographer 1
Photographer 2
Photographer 3

Attentionbased
0.2033
(0.2543)
0.1782
(0.2001)
0.1990
(0.2588)

Aestheticsbased
0.3964
(0.1775)
0.3944
(0.1782)
0.3855
(0.1828)

w/o Comp.
Change
0.6720
(0.0885)
0.6578
(0.0927)
0.6550
(0.0937)

w/o Exclusion
0.6591
(0.1062)
0.6491
(0.1070)
0.6565
(0.1066)

Full method
0.7487
(0.0667)
0.7288
(0.0720)
0.7322
(0.0719)

Table 1. Cross-validation results. First number is average overlap ratio. Second number (in parentheses) is average boundary displacement
error. Best values are shown in boldface.

The foreground detection method, though fairly advanced, does not always locate the foreground successfully. For our images, we found its success rate to be roughly
80%. Since incorrect labeling of the foreground will adversely affect the training of our method, we manually identify the images that have correctly labeled foregrounds,
and perform training using these images only. For testing,
all the images are used, regardless of whether their foregrounds are accurately detected.
Our method is trained using the data of one of the expert
photographers (Photographer 1). For cross-validation purposes, 100 of the images are withheld at a time from training
and used for testing. This is done for ten sets of 100 images,
in order to test all 1000 photos in our data set.
Two common performance metrics are used for comparison. One is the overlap ratio, area(Wp ∩Wm )/area(Wp ∪
Wm ), where Wp is the expert photographer’s crop window,
and Wm is the generated crop box of a given method. The
other metric is the boundary displacement error, ||Bp −
Bm ||/4, which measures the distances of generated crop
box boundaries, Bm , from those of the photographer, Bp .
Table 1 lists the results of this cross-validation. With
only Photographer 1’s cropping data used to train our system, we performed tests using each of the expert photographers’ crops as ground truth. The table shows that
our method clearly outperforms the attention-based and
aesthetics-based cropping techniques. The results for Photographer 1’s test set are the highest, which can be expected as this data was used for training, while the results of
the other test sets are remarkably similar. This consistency suggests some commonality in the way that experts crop
images, and that the image crops of various professionals could readily be combined to form a large, concordant
training set. The results in the table also demonstrate the
importance of both the exclusion and change-based composition features in the performance of our method.
In Figure 6, crops from our method are compared to
those from the other techniques. It can be seen that
attention-based methods tend to concentrate on areas with
high saliency while disregarding the overall image composition. Aesthetics-based methods often are relatively better,
but may change an image differently than a human would,
place crop boundaries through regions that are better includ-

ed or removed as a whole, or maintain distracting content.
It can also be observed that neglecting exclusion or compositional change features may lead to results less satisfying
than those that account for both.

3.2. User study
We also evaluated our method through a user study, with
21 participants in total. The three expert photographers
were among the users, and the rest were non-experts. In
the study, the users were each shown sequences of an original photograph together with three different crops below it.
They were instructed to double-click the crop they like best.
No time constraints were placed on making these selections.
Each user is shown a series of 210 photos. For the
ﬁrst 60 images, the crop choices are generated using the
attention-based and aesthetics-based methods used in the
cross-validation, as well as our own method trained from
the data of Photographer 1. The three crops are arranged in
a random order at the bottom of the user interface. These
60 images are chosen randomly for each user from among
the 1000 in the training set.
Among the next 120 images, 60 of them are used to compare our method’s crops to those manually generated by two people who are non-experts in photography, while the
other 60 images are used for comparing to crops by two expert photographers. These two non-experts or experts each
cropped a total of 100 images from our training set, and the
user study randomly selects 60 of them for each user. The
remaining photographs are used to compare our method to
its variants described in the cross-validation, namely its versions without change-based composition features and without the exclusion energy. Only 30 images are used for this
part. For a fair number of them, the differences between two
or more of the crops are somewhat subtle and require close
examination, so we limit the number of these comparisons
to avoid user fatigue.
The results of this user study are shown in Figure 7,
which exhibits the number of times a given method’s crop
was selected as the best choice. The study indicates a strong
preference for our method over the comparison techniques
based on attention and aesthetics. We note that this preference is even stronger among the expert photographers, who
have a more discerning eye for crop quality. The compar-
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Figure 6. Cropped images by different methods. (a) Original. (b) Attention-based. (c) Aesthetics-based. (d) Ours without compositional
change features. (e) Ours without exclusion energy. (f) Our full method.
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Figure 7. Results of user study. Section 1: comparisons to other
cropping approaches. Section 2: comparisons to two non-expert
human croppers. Section 3: comparisons to two expert croppers.
Section 4: comparisons to variants of our method without compositional change features or exclusion energy.

ison to the two non-expert human croppers shows that the
humans are slightly favored. However, the differences in
preference are somewhat small, suggesting that our method
may have some utility for non-experts as a time-saving tool.
A larger difference exists in the comparison to the two expert croppers, which shows that there is a fair amount of
room for future improvement. The third set of comparisons indicate that the exclusion and change-based composition
features both play an important role in our technique.

3.3. Discussion
Our experiments provided us with some basic observations on the differences in cropping technique among the
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various approaches. We found that human croppers tend
to keep much of the original image content, removing only
what is necessary and making some adjustments to improve
composition. For the most part, this has been reﬂected in the
crops produced by our system. By contrast, the aestheticsbased method may crop radically with the goal of maximizing its aesthetic score within the crop window, even if this
means cropping out parts of the foreground. Though this
may yield nice-looking results, they are results that may
be inconsistent to what a human would normally produce
with the original image as the starting point. Moreover, we
observed that the optimal aesthetics-based crop window in
many instances is not especially pleasing, which leads us to
believe that there is much progress still to be made on computational aesthetics evaluation. We feel that image cropping is a problem less complex than general aesthetics evaluation and that it is better addressed by directly accounting
for its particular motivations, i.e., removing unwanted content and improving the overall image structure.
We also observed from the experiments some similarity
between attention-based methods and novice human croppers. In both cases, they appear to identify the foreground
and place the crop box around it without much consideration of image composition. However, a major advantage
of human croppers over any automatic technique is that regardless of their cropping skill, they are able to clearly identify the foreground in the photograph, which is of great
importance in obtaining good cropping results.
An incorrect foreground detection result, which is generally caused by poor saliency map estimation, will lead
to low cropping quality, such as shown in Figure 8. This
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Figure 8. Incorrect foreground detection. (a) Original image. (b)
Saliency map. (c) Detected foreground. (d) True foreground. (e-g)
Attention-based, aesthetics-based, and our cropping result using
the incorrect foreground/saliency map. (h) Our cropping result
using the true foreground.

problem affects not only our algorithm, but other automatic
methods as well. In such cases, a simple manual labeling
of the foreground (done here by roughly tracing its boundary) can signiﬁcantly improve results. We suggest this as
an easy way to overcome the foreground detection problem
when needed.

4. Conclusion
We presented a technique for automatic image cropping
that directly accounts for changes that result from removing
unwanted areas. It is shown through extensive experimentation that the consideration of change-based features leads to
improvements over techniques based primarily on attentionbased or aesthetics-based features. Though our method utilizes compositional properties in evaluating crops, it is relatively efﬁcient because of its use of exclusion features to
identify a small set of crop candidates.
As our work relies on existing techniques for foreground
detection and saliency map construction, shortcomings in
these methods can degrade the quality of our crops. Both of
these problems, however, have been receiving considerable
attention in recent years, and further advancements in these
areas should beneﬁt our algorithm. In future work, we plan
to investigate other change-based features that could be incorporated into our method, and to examine the effects of
learning SVMs tailored to particular image categories, such
as landscapes, people, and indoor scenes.
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